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To the world, the couple team, Chris & Susie McColl, are often producing others laugh and are
living life out loud on social media. YOUR DAY I Woke Up Lifeless shares both perspectives of
how the McColl’s fought a life-and-death battle against addiction and alcoholism. As transparent
because they are, there offers been a hidden dark side to their story that needs to be told.
Regardless of the heavy topic, you will see yourself laughing with them, crying with them and,
most importantly, learning how they fight back to be the people we realize and are influenced by
today. Consider the trip with them and see how anybody is certainly prey to the awful disease.
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Merely amazing.. I shared the needs for prayer with the members of the church I pastor and we
received unconditional like and support.. I know that it is going to save someone’s existence..
Also the independence that comes whenever we believe and claim there is no condemnation in
Christ. I am the wife of an alcoholic that god, the father healed, I resided this life, so this book is
very personal to me.3 :) I will make my husband read this too!and completely true... Simply
amazing. ? And a glimpse into Our Father's heart for his kids. They are honest, open, loving,
generous, God loving people. I could not be more proud of them. Must read Great reading
Amazing MANY THANKS for sharing your tale. 5 Stars = 5 H's What are the 5 H's that highlight
this book.HUMOR- sprinkled throughout the tale and lives involved.Teen Challenge has centers
all around the US and area great way to help all your family members. The freedom was
observed in the humility the present to proceed further in treatment after Chris have been set
free of charge if that was that which was had a need to regain trust.!!!HOPE-not the wishing kind
of hope, but built on the Sound Rock and a relationship of desperate, daily dependence on Jesus
Christ. His mercy is normally new each morning... We certainly recommend this publication
whether you are struggling with addiction or not. Susie experienced to cast all her cares on
Him...if we are able to just complete the dark night of the soul.HUMBLE HEALING-a fresh center
and CLEAN start daily. Used as a great way to begin to lessen our defenses and denials as we
read the tale. Also, in the passion and purpose Susie and Chris have to use their vulnerability to
help others find Wish of a new life.It's in a PERSON not really a process.(An individual note...the
world was rocked three years ago when among our adult children known as and said, "Come
pickup your grandchildren, I am entering Teen Challenge to help me be set clear of my addiction
to alcohol and drugs. Thank You Both BECAUSE OF THIS Amazing Book! We are working through
it... You will be thinking OMG! Could not put it down I downloaded this book last night and could
not fall asleep until I finished it. The McColl’s story hit extremely close to home for me. Chris and
Susie are just as genuine, caring, loving and funny personally as they are on social media which
book. And for those of us who have a problem with it ourselves. Your book will help therefore
many that are struggling. I recommend this book for any and everyone, but especially for those
who are fighting abuse or are the loved ones of these! I did not know this component of their
tale before this book.We am so pleased with the story of hope that Chris and Susie show in this
reserve. Addiction is normally a lonely place and I appreciate all of the power and courage it took
to talk about this with others.true. Chris, you are always the life of the party. This husband and
wife team are the epitome to be servants for others! I love you both! Loved it! Believable story of
the everyday person's struggle and triumph Accurate story of the have a problem with
alcoholism and 1 family's triumph. Made me feel just like I wasn’t alone in what we proceed
through. You don’t have to go through it alone. Approachable, sensitive and a story of BIG faith,
hope & most of most enduring friendship and love Review“The Day We Woke Up Dead”by Chris
and Susie McCollThis book made me laugh and cry and CHEER for Chris and Susie. Great book
Great book about true to life ups and downs of an addiction. Their story of addiction invites a
deeper knowledge of alcoholism as an illness. Chris really allows you to understand what is
certainly going on from the perspective of the person living with the addiction. May God help
many people in this bondage to set them free of charge. I was at a spot in our marriage where I
actually filed for divorce, but didn't proceed through with it. You really are World Changers. Hope
Sellers! Their sharing is normally approachable, sensitive and a story of BIG faith, hope and most
of most enduring friendship and love." We identify using what the McColls have already been
through. It really is hard! I can relate to a lot of things in this book. My husband and I are not
finished with our struggles however, but Thanks for giving me even more HOPE!HEARTS-that



have already been bruised, broken and renewed.HELL- of addiction described from the within
looking out and outside seeking in. <and funny! I want you to look after them until I obtain right.
Incredible is among the words which come to my mind, one of many.. I understand the authors,
and to say that it does not surprise me at all that they would write this book with the sole
purpose to Help others that are affected in any way by the horrible disease of addiction, also to
inform others about the Loving Forgiveness and Healing of our Lord and Savior will be an
understatement. They told it with humor, honesty, and expect all of us who've ever known
anyone struggling with addiction. I currently purchased the Kindle version. I can’t Wait till the
audible edition to come out, and I am purchasing the hard copy of this book for me and also for
a pal of mine trying to battle her way back from medication addiction after being discovered
dead on the toilet floor by her daughter. A lot of people this book will touch. Thank you Chris and
Susie. You'd my heart when you were there for me in my own sadness. Love you both. Excellent
book! Exceptional book! I couldn’t place it down! I’m recommending it to others and lending out
my copy. Susie gives the perspective of the person closest to the fire and the one holding
everything together, enduring #allthethings which come up when the condition takes your hands
on her greatest friend and soul mates. Their writing is brutally honest and simple. There is hope
later on. The struggle is real! This couple keeps it real! A person with a family member struggling
or struggling themselves have to read this book! Great book We simply loved this reserve. It was
just like them speaking with us. Their personality shown through the web pages.He took it from
there.If you or someone you understand needs to hear the story of a normal guy who got caught
up in the sneaky process of addiction, please browse the Day I Woke Up Dead. I loved this book
because my husband and I are still going right through something identical. My respect for you
personally and Susie is usually through the roofing. This book will ideally bring HOPE to so many
who are struggling right now with their own demons! Disclaimer: I know both of these through
my business and also have always loved and respected them. It was a reserve that I couldn’t put
down until it was finished! I recommend this to any person that has been touched by addiction,
needs hope, and perhaps a little laugh! Story of Hope and Love! I’ve know Chris and Susie for
several years!
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